






Imperialism: Neo-Marxist views

Does finance capital drive empires?

• Lenin’s influences: Marx & Engels, Hobson, Hilferding

• ‘economically imperialism – or the era of finance capitalism – is the highest stage 
in the development of [monopoly] capitalism ... [which] has grown into a world 
system of colonial oppression and financial strangulation of the overwhelming 
majority of the people of the world by a handful of 'advanced' countries. And this 
'booty' is shared by two or three world-dominating pirates, armed to the teeth 
who embroil the whole world in their war over the division of their booty’

V. I. Lenin (1916) Imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism

Two key ideas: 

• Imperial competition drives war (e.g. WW1)

• Economic domination through financial monopolies



Central neo-Marxist ideas of imperialism:

• Capitalism is not a basically competitive system (as Marx suggested) but 
rather is dominated by monopoly corporations (Baran, Sweezy);

• Centres of monopoly power accrue surplus capital which they have to 
export; in this way monopoly finance capital drives imperialist ventures

• 'Surplus' is not only extracted from labour by capital; it is extracted from 
peripheral economies by monopoly power in the 'core' metropolis;

• Other neo-Marxist sub-theories (dependency theory, world systems 
theory) build on these ideas.

Utsa Patnaik: 'Britain plundered $45 
trillion from India during ‘Raj’ days'

Samir Amin: Eurocentrism ignores the  
historic role of the Arab-Muslim world

Andre Gunder Frank: 'Under-
development' distorts political elites

Paul Baran and Paul Sweezy: 
20th century capitalism is 

monopoly capitalism





Imperialism: 'neo-realist' views

• 'hegemonic stability'
• (a) 'hegemonic altruism', (b) stabilise world order, (c) 'free 

trade' guarantor, (d) carries military expense for world.

Charles Kindleberger (r), 1970; Robert Keohane, 1977

• democratic formalism
• US supports 'independent, democratic' states (including 

Afghanistan 2001+, Iraq 2003+, etc), 

• effectively backs investor friendly regimes of all types, 
whether 'democracies' or 'dictatorships' (Saudis, etc)

• the 'single superpower' idea, 1991+ - 'non-proliferation' 
and unilateral disarmament projects



Resistance in the Arab-Muslim world, 2001+

Essentially a single war for control of the region, Washington's 'New Middle East'

• Initial invasions (Afghanistan, Iraq) are replaced by 'smart power' interventions, 
using propaganda, economic war, terrorist proxy armies and occupations

• Targets: Palestine, Iran*, Afghanistan, Iraq, Lebanon, Libya, Syria, Bahrain, Yemen

• 'Realist and 'Liberal' consensus on 'exceptionalist' interventions
John Stuart Mill (19thC): “Colonisation … is the best affair of business in which the capital of 
an old and wealthy country can engage … the same rules of international morality do not 
apply … between civilised nations and barbarians … any separation [from our colonies] would 
greatly diminish the prestige of England ... [and hurt] mankind”.

• Resistance must be understood historically (in contingent forms), not in terms of 
idealism (what we would like to see). Note the importance of Iran to the region

• Resistance can only succeed through combination and unity, c.f. Latin America



Palestine Failing Zionist colony becomes apartheid state, 
legitimacy nosediving, resistance survives.

Afghanistan Quagmire State smashed but resistance blocks imperial 
dominance.

Iraq Failing State smashed but new state is recovering 
political will, joining neighbours.

Lebanon Failing 'Confessional' state, set up to fail, recovers 
integrity through resistance.

Iran Fail Full spectrum war has made the Islamic Republic 
of Iran stronger.

Libya Success State smashed, no sign yet of recovery.

Syria Fail Massive proxy war defeated, imperial occupation 
forces looking for a way out.

Yemen Quagmire Saudis unable to dominate Yemen.

NB. We ignore claimed 'democracy' and 'humanitarian' motives, those were never serious contenders

Report card, Washington: 
progress in destroying independent Middle East peoples & states
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